Sustainability
environment protection

Our intentions and goals

Since the opening of the hotel in 1988, all guest
rooms and public areas are using water from the lake
to cool the building down and to produce cold for
compressor units. From 2002, water taps have been
progressively fitted with water saving devices in all
rooms, kitchen, toilets and fitness area resulting in
a tremendous amount of saved water. Since 2008,
incandescent bulbs have been phased out and
replaced by energy saving light bulbs.

Starting from 2011 our hotel has been certified with
the Green Globe certification label, followed by
TripAdvisor GreenLeaders Program in 2014 and by the
Swiss Hotel Association Green Living and Sustainable
living label in 2015.
greenglobe.com

72 Premium rooms and 3 additional meeting rooms
In 2012, the hotel has added a new wing with
72 Premium rooms and three additional meeting
rooms. This new building comply with the Swiss
“Minergy” standard comprising of solar panels,
reversible heat-pump, new boiler installations and
centralized ventilation.
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The Mövenpick Hotel Lausanne actively contributes
to preserve the planet and to minimize impacts on
the environment. An energy saving consultant has
been hired since years producing excellent energy
savings and a detailed weekly calculation of our
electricity, water and gas consumptions.

Our heart and priority

Our customers

Our employees

All our 337 guest rooms are provided with energy
saving key card devices. Environmental-friendly
shampoo and soap dispensers are displayed.
Eco-friendly amenities are also available. In room,
sheets and towels are replaced on request. Room
cleaning is done with eco-labeled products.
Complimentary Lausanne public transportation card
valid during their stay is given to all our hotel guests.

Our employees regularly attend workshops and are
able to make suggestions and ideas for improvement.
They are made aware of their responsibilities for the
environment and are invited to start contribution at
home too.

Our suppliers
The choice of suppliers is of great importance and
have to meet our environmental standards. Our Chef
buys mostly local and seasonal goods.
Our waste management
Dry and wet garbage are being sorted out and
recycled (glass, paper and metal) and kitchen oils are
treated and converted into bio fuel.

Our projects
Some major renovation works will take place soon
including the 265 rooms of the main building, the
conference rooms, the restaurants, the bar and
the lobby. This renovation program started with
the replacement of all the windows by triple
glazed ones allowing energy saving expenses and
less CO2 emissions; all lifts have been modernized
reducing energy costs, then with the roof top
sanitation/waterproofing.

All our European hotels are
Green Globe certified:
movenpick.com/sustainabilityeu
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